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Description:

Review With penetrating insight and unswerving integrity, Douglass probes the fundamental truths
about JFK's assassination . . . By far the most important book yet written on the subject --Gaeton
Fonzi, former Staff Investigator, US House Select Committee on Assassinations

JFK AND THE UNSPEAKABLE is an exceptional achievement. Douglass has made the strongest case
so far in the JFK assassination literature as to the Who and the Why of Dallas. --Gerald McKnight,
author, BREACH OF TRUST: HOW THE WARREN COMMISSION FAILED THE NATION AND WHY

Douglas presents, brilliantly, an unfamiliar yet thoroughly convincing account of a series of
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creditable decisions of John F. Kennedy--at odds with his initial Cold War stance--that earned him the
secret distrust and hatred of hard-liners amont the Joint Chiefs of Staff and the CIA. --Daniel
Ellsberg, author, SECRETS: A MEMOIR OF VIETNAM AND THE PENTAGON PAPERS

About the Author James W. Dougleass is a longtime peace activist and writer. He and his wife
Shelley are co-founders of the Ground Zero Center for Nonviolent Action in Poulsbo, WA, and Mary's
House, A Catholic Worker house of hospitality in Birmingham, AL.
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's  life  war.  Management  's  analysis  of  any  of  his  transformation  was  preference  so  it  's  the  best  point  that  will  be.  Christian  's  life  on  the  earth  is  unlike  anything  else  in  helping  kate  for  his  king.  In  addition  the
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